Ben Goes Fishing

Ben and his dad went fishing. Ben took the pole. His dad took some worms.

Ben put a worm on the hook. He put his line in the water. He felt the pole pull. Was it a fish? He reeled it in. He did not get a fish. Ben got an old can.
Name: ________________

Ben Goes Fishing

1. What did Ben and his dad take with them?

_______________________________________________

2. Who drove the boat?

   a. Ben
   b. Ben's dad
   c. Ben's mom
   d. Ben's sister

_______________________________________________

4. What did Ben catch?

_______________________________________________
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Characters: ____________

Did you like this story?  Yes

A little

Not really
ANSWER KEY

Ben Goes Fishing

1. What did Ben and his dad take with them?

a pole and worms

Preview
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Characters:  Ben
            Dad

Draw a picture of Ben's catch.

A little
Not really

LD